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Virginia and the Weathersfield Plan.
Are you tired of having your American
history served to you on a plate that is as
dry as sand paper or your mothers nail file?
You know, like your middle or high school
textbook. It is time to get your head out of
our analog past and freshen your minds
about the American Revolution for our
digital age. Are you tired of reading your
history through the lenses of the
Counter-Enlightenment fetishes of the 19th
century, as well as the anxiety of the 20th
century? This period in history does invoke
the lyrics of a Hank William Jr. Song and
ensuing bitter divorce. Speaking of
Country-Western lyrics, did you know
there has always been a gun making
industry in North America? Did you know
that a too big to fail multi-national
monopoly started the shooting war in North
America? How about legal antics and
drama worthy of a Doink! Doink! Did you
know the long before J. P. Morgan,
Bernard Baruch, Michael Milken, Warren
Buffet and Donald Trump, America had a
financier, who used his personal wealth to
save his country? How about government
Czars, shuttle diplomats, snarky debates,
smuggling, sacking of cities, flame wars,
commando raids, exploding ammo dumps,
arson, a canoe trip, an epidemic, spy rings,
a beheading, a kidnaping plot, waylayings,
hijackings and an attempted heist worthy of
any mob movie? Did you know Spain gave
support to the Patriots through Havana?
They came up with oodles of cash, while
on the continent they blew up a British
ammo dump in of all places Michigan. Did
you know the American Revolution had
wagon trains, several cattle drives and
cavalry charges worthy of any horse opera?
Did you know George Washington was the
first Director of Central Intelligence for the
United States. Did you know the American
Revolution had its own Deep Throat? He
went dark after the war. Did you know the
Baron de Steuben was a real baron? Given
the kind of work he did, he didnt need any
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vassalage. Did you know long before
George Marshal created the triangle
division, George Washington used it? Did
you know Washington made use of
command and control warfare, before John
Boyd described it? Was there a logic to
Britains failure? Did you know the
Chesapeake Bay Impact Crater had an
effect on the siege of Yorktown? Did you
know the Liberty Valance Rule applies to
some of this struggles history?
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